Youth@Work
Kisumu County, Kisumu City & Nakuru
County, Nakuru Town, Kenya

Summary

Short Facts

From unemployed to waitress, restaurant or hotel manager; Youth@Work provides a future to vulnerable Kenyan
youth.

Sector: Tourism and hospitality

Struggling orphans
Feeding your siblings while you have not learned a trade
and are struggling to find a steady job is difficult. Yet it is
the reality of everyday life of orphaned youth in Kenya.
Nakuru and Kisumu are touristy areas with a lot of potential, but it is remarkably challenging for hotels and restaurants to find qualified staff.
Both problems could be solved if these orphans were trained on useful deployable skills. With a sustained income
they could afford to buy healthy food for their brothers
and sisters. And if they were trained on skills like a service-minded attitude, good communication and time management, employers from hotels, lodges and restaurant
would hire them. This is where the Youth@Work project
comes in.

Useful skills
Youth@Work supports the development of good quality
vocational training on hospitality and tourism. The project
targets 720 orphaned youth (252 male and 486 female)
aged 18-24 and their 2160 siblings. Lead partner Ujima
Foundation has established links with over 100 employers
in Kisumu and Nakuru. The foundation also has two training lodges of its own. In these different work environments trainees gain practical experience in the hospitality
business. They can make mistakes, learn from it and develop themselves. After finishing the training at least 80% of
the graduates is expected to find a job easily, which would
of course be a great accomplishment. To enhance the success and prevent dropouts, the trainees are also attached
to a mentor, a working parent who coaches them on how
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to balance work with family life. One of the topics discussed is cooking nutritious and balanced meals for their family members.

Improved training
Based on their experiences with trainees, the local employers share their recommendations on the content of the
vocational education with the training institution. For
example in 2013, hotel managers recommended that
Ujima foundation includes practical trainings especially in
food production and front office to enhance their skills prior
to joining the hotel industry for their industrial exposure.
This has been included in the training programme. Through
this constant feedback, the programme prepares the graduates to have the exact set of skills needed to work in tourism and hospitality in the area. Entrepreneurial skills are
also added to the curriculum so trainees can start their own
business too. The training centre itself becomes more and
more professional as well. Over the course of the project the
training courses will be certified and officially recognised
nationwide. This positively influences the hospitality standards in Kenya.
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Public Private Partnership

Lilians story

During the project cycle lead partner Ujima Foundation
slowly moves from being an NGO paid by donors to an
official hospitality and tourism training centre.
By the end of the project the trainings should be accredited and therefore part of the Kenyan vocational education system. The Dutch manager deployment programme PUM will contribute to this process. Together with
the local private sector their senior experts will work on
making the vocational trainings responsive to the local
economic needs.
Students from Stenden University will get the opportunity
to do an internship in one of the lodges. They will contribute their insights on the Dutch hospitality sector, and take
home a package of experience and knowledge on running
a lodge in Kenya. Experience shows that such an international exchange is a live changing event, for all parties!
Other Contributing Partners: Milele resort, Milimani
Resort, Kisumu, Lake Nakuru Flamingo Lodge, Stenden
University, Tejchevé Foundation

Lilian Atiendo Ouma went through the Ujima (Youth@
Work) training programme for hospitality. “I am a totally
different person now. I am more confident. I can work together in a team and the most exiting bit is that I now have
basic computer skills. I will work very hard so that I ensure I
get a job in order to also assist my younger siblings”.

Learn4Work and Edukans
This project is co-funded by the Learn4Work programme. The Learn4Work programme focuses on technical and vocational education and training in Africa and is coordinated by Edukans. Edukans works on improving and enriching
education in both the Netherlands and in developing countries by for example exchange programmes, advisory services and training. Edukans’ goal is for children and young adults to be able to actively contribute to shaping their own
future and participating in society.
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